Chondroitin sulfate and cytoplasmic domain-dependent membrane targeting of the NG2 proteoglycan promotes retraction fiber formation and cell polarization.
Targeting of the NG2 proteoglycan to cellular retraction fibers was studied by expressing mutant NG2 molecules lacking specific structural elements of the proteoglycan. Both the cytoplasmic domain and the chondroitin sulfate chain of NG2 appear to have roles in sorting NG2 to subcellular microdomains destined to become retraction fibers. Neither of these structural features alone is sufficient to allow optimal targeting of NG2 to retraction fibers, but together they promote efficient localization of the proteoglycan to these sites. This pattern of NG2 sorting seems to be necessary for optimal retraction fiber formation, as cells expressing poorly targeted NG2 mutants are noticeably deficient in their ability to extend retraction fibers. Furthermore, retraction fiber formation correlates strongly with the tendency of cells to assume a polarized morphology with NG2-positive retraction fibers at one pole of the cell and actin-rich lamellipodia at the other. This polarization can be triggered either through engagement of NG2 by the substratum or by exposure to lysophosphatidic acid, a potent activator of the rho GTPase. These results suggest a possible role for NG2 in regulating rho-dependent mechanisms in the trailing processes of motile cells.